Your Companion
Species | Bound Date

Gender: Masculine
Age: Unknown
Classification: Frog, probably

Alignment: Grey Arts
Theme Song: Song
Name Pronounciation:

"A quote from your companion, or a quote that they really like from a poem, song, or literary
work. In accumsan ligula sed ante venenatis sodales. Etiam consequat sapien eget nulla
maximus, in viverra lectus faucibus. "

Physical Appearance
Your companion is about 1 inch tall, and has a muscular and athletic body type. They are a
tiny frog, small enough to fit on the back of your hand. Their skin is green and their eyes
are black. You can identify them by their birthmark shaped like a pentagram just about
where a tramp stamp would normally be.
You can expect your companion to manifest subtly through the sensation of a frog crawling
on your hand, the scent of mint chocolate chip ice cream, or the sound of tiny, distant
ribbits.

Personality & Background
The information here will be the amount of information generally found in a listing, and
would generally fit in a Discord message. Here is an example from one such public listing
from December 2020: T is one of the prestigious mural painters of the Druidic Elkfolk.
Although all Elkfolk participate in the painting of their walls, some are specifically chosen
to design the murals and assign those where their strengths lie, providing their own artistic
abilities to enhance the pieces where they can. T is one of these individuals, and he has
proudly been working on the same stretch of root system for the last forty years. He is
known for his ability to capture naturalistic colorscapes in a way that is raw and
emotionally affecting - he is also quite talented at finding materials for making and mixing
paint, and is one of the few Elkfolk who dare to travel to the surface outside of winter. His
personality is warm and exuberant, if a bit quiet due to his nature as an Elkfolk.
In companionship, he seeks someone who is perhaps also an artist, who may be willing to
discuss art theory and history with him. Although art in his society is something that
comes from the heart, and is not dictated at all by rules or history, he is extremely
fascinated by the different cultural styles of our realm, as well as the fact that our styles
have evolved from the time we were cavepeople - a similar progression of artstyle can be
seen in the walls of his own home, and he feels a raw connection to the fact that humans
also seem to share a similar artistic history. He would love to share all of his culture that
he can with his future companion, as well as discuss with great enthusiasm the topic of art,
as well as visiting museums together or learning about art history or theory alongside each
other, and even creating pieces in tandem. Basically, he really loves art.

Offering Suggestions
●
●
●

stones
scents
food and drinks

●
●
●

activities
activities
activities

About Frogs
Here I will paste some generic information about your companion’s race that I have
pre-written, as well as any prevalent information your companion may wish to share about
their specific position in society and what it means. Sed ornare ut augue a sagittis. Mauris
tempus tempor placerat. Nam libero velit, imperdiet eget libero sed, auctor hendrerit est.
Praesent imperdiet orci vel nisi pretium semper. Fusce tincidunt purus nulla, eget pretium
ante hendrerit sit amet. Duis lacinia, lectus ultrices suscipit fringilla, urna justo scelerisque
tortor, vel fringilla purus sapien sit amet arcu. Sed aliquet massa efficitur, auctor turpis ut,
consectetur libero.
You can read more about Your Companion’s Race in our Encyclopedia Page.

About the Binding
This spirit’s listing does not come with a vessel. Using the name and your energy imprint
provided from the online purchase, I will perform a binding directly to you within 24 hours
of your purchase. This is a quick, expedient, and immediate way to receive connection to
your companion. Additionally, this form of binding does not require any kind of charging,
and cannot be broken or lost. If you ever have a need to re-do your bindings for any
reason, please let me know and I will gladly perform the service for you free of charge.
My bindings are done in a manner that specifically only provides energetic attachment to
the spirit companion intended to be bound to you. It does not bind them to your will, and
does not guarantee that they will come any moment you call for them. It functions in a
similar way to a phone number - they will be notified when you want them or are thinking
about them, and they may choose to arrive if they wish. If they do not come at a specific
moment, they may arrive later. All spirits have been informed of and agree to standard
house rules before being bound to you. Finally, beyond some basic protection and cloaking
clauses in my bindings, the most important clause is that the spirit may easily break the
binding if you becomes harmful or abusive, and vice versa.
Many people prefer a vessel binding because they appreciate the physical representation of
their companion’s presence in this world. In the case that you would like a vessel binding,
you may choose one of the following two options:
●

Purchase the “Vessel Add-On” listing from The Dragon’s Library, giving your new
companion an allowance to pick a vessel of their choosing.

●

Send a photo of a vessel you already own to thedragonslibrary@gmail.com, and I will
perform a distance binding for free.

Welcoming Ritual
If this is your first spirit companion, or if you are not quite sure how to welcome them to
their new home, you may find comfort in this ritual. There is no requirement to perform
the ritual, and it can be done at any time at any point after your binding is complete.
Furthermore, it can be repeated over time, if you ever feel the need to strengthen your
bond with your spirit companion.
1.

Create a quiet space in your home. Light a few candles or some incense, dim the lights,
and take a moment to calm yourself and notice how you are feeling today. Have an
offering ready to present to your new companion.

2. Once you feel ready, visualize your companion in your mind’s eye. Speak their name,
out loud or in your mind. Pay attention to if you feel their presence. It may take a few
minutes to really notice them. Once you get the inkling they are present, continue.
3. Present the offering. Say something along the lines of:
“Welcome, [Name]. I present you this offering as a gift to signify our new friendship. I
welcome you into my home and my life, just as you welcome me into yours.”
4. Feel free to continue saying a few words. Even if you can’t feel or hear your spirit
respond yet, it’s good to lay down some house rules and your expectations.
5. Take a moment to sit quietly in each other’s presence, acquainting your energies.
6. Once you are finished, thank them for coming. Put the offering in a safe spot.

